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Across

3. Used allusively to denote a grotesque or terrifying person

4. Opposite of Vampires; Think about Twilight or Underworld :)

9. This is the name of the character who suggests that Lucy 

gets blood transfusions

10. Who are the three women that reside with the Count?

12. To bury.

16. A capture, catch. Also a tight grasp, a grip; The act or fact of 

catching or seizing.

17. 1986 video game franchise created and developed by 

Konami; This franchise even has a Netflix series

21. The count's residence; A large building or set of buildings 

fortified for defense against an enemy; a fortress, stronghold

24. How many letters does Dracula instruct Jonathan to write?

27. What does Harker consider Dracula?

28. This creature is typically associated with other creatures of 

the night

29. John Steward's occupation

30. The hotel that Dracula reserves for Harker at the beginning 

of the novel

32. How does Dracula subdue his victims?

33. What language is Dracula lack luster in?

34. Dracula's weakness

36. Lucy's maiden name

37. What does Dracula control? The extent to which a place is 

populated or inhabited; the collective inhabitants of a country, 

town, or other area; a body of inhabitants

38. How do Mina and Lucy communicate? Which mode of writing?

39. Harker's mode of transportation to the Count's castle

40. In wider sense: Not liable to perish or decay; everlasting, 

imperishable, unfading, incorruptible

Down

1. What animal does Van Helsing compare Dracula to?

2. How does Harker communicate? What mode of writing?

5. This character is associated with modern advancement and 

technology

6. Art's American friend

7. A preternatural being of a malignant nature (in the original 

and usual form of the belief, a reanimated corpse), supposed to 

seek nourishment, or do harm, by sucking the blood of sleeping 

persons; a man or woman abnormally endowed with similar 

habits.

8. Dracula collects these from other countries; He rarely uses 

them

11. Dracula's current residence; This word is included in a 

children's film adaption of Stoker's work.

13. Popular film adaption of Stoker's book; made in 1922

14. Plural form in which Dracula speaks; "Whenever he spoke of 

his house he always said __ ...like a king speaking"

15. What irks Dracula the most?

18. What great warlord is Dracula compared to?

19. Dracula's mode of transportation; the time between evening 

and morning.

20. Name of Dracula's tribe/origin: "We___have a right to be 

proud for in our veins flows the blood of many brave races..."

22. What is the quality that Harker marvels from his driver and 

Dracula?

23. Life force; Transportation of culture, heritage and 

populations

25. What genre is Stoker's work?

26. What type of flower is Dracula's weakness?

31. "There, in one of the great boxes, of which were fifty in all, 

on a pile of newly dug earth, lay the Count!"; What is this "box" 

called?

35. What season does Harker visit Dracula?

Word Bank

Journal Summer Three Fangs Quincy Mina Letters

Westerna Doctor vampire Coffin Bat Nosferatu Gold

We Dracula Evil castle Brides Blood Transylvania

Carriage Population Van Helsing End of the centry Garlic sepulchre Attila

Szekelys Mirrors Lycans Night bite English Strength

Tiger Golden Krone Castlevania crucifix Immortal


